
MADE in Bristol script writing experiment.  
#1 Big Families: 
Int. council estate house.  
A large family sit in the living room as if posing for a family 
photo. The decor is shabby and typical of a council estate. The 
family are dressed in "knock off" sports wear, vests, garish Nkie 
Air-Maxes ect.  

            Dad. 
      all of these were made in Bristol...  

He points to some of the kids. the mother beams holding a lit 
cigarette. All of the kids stare forward with blank faces. 

            Dad continued. 
Except for that one, 

He gestures towards a child looking sheepish on the outside of the 
family formation. He has a decidedly different appearance from the 
rest of the family suggesting that he is not related.  

Dad continued. 
Me wife made him with a barman in Benidorm... 

He shoots a look at his wife. She chokes and writhes around in her 
seat uncomfortably until settling with an unsightly grimace on her 
face. Non digetic Drum and base music fades up harshly, the 
picture freezes and posterises. All the children's faces, except 
the one made in Benidorm, are replaced with made in Bristol logos.  
VO (harsh loud brash bristolian accent) : Bristol innit .....  
#2 Bore Off!  
The piece begins as a seemingly typical history programme with a 
bland looking professor type standing in front of the Clifton 
suspension bridge. He speaks in a posh accent and in monotone.  

Professor 
The Clifton suspension bridge, arguably one of the most famous 

landmarks in the Bristol skyline... 
A huge man walks into shot towering over the bridge (With the help 
of green screen). Only his feet are in shot so he bends down so 
his face can be seen and scrunched his face up in disgust of the 
professor. He steps over the bridge and drops a made in Bristol 
logo which squashes the professor.   



Giant 
Oh bore off !!! 

He walks out of shot. Non digetic Drum and base music fades up 
harshly, the picture freezes and posterises.  
VO (harsh loud brash bristolian accent) : Bristol innit .....  
#3 Banksy: 
The cheating wife mural (park street) comes alive... It is 
completely still until a bloke walks into the picture as if it 
were a real window, he talks to the arguing couple.  

Bloke 
He's down there mate  

The bloke continues to walk out of shit and the couple come to 
life and look down to the guy hanging out of the window they pull 
shocked expressions and the camera pans down to the guy hanging 
out of the window. He reaches up and pulls down a made in Bristol 
logo to hide his modesty. Non digetic Drum and base music fades up 
harshly, the picture freezes and posterises.  
VO (harsh loud brash bristolian accent) : Bristol innit .....  
#4 Doggy: 
A cold early morning in a park/field. There is a mist on the 
grass, a man walks into shot pulling a dog behind him. He is 
looking proud.  

Dog walker 
Jasper just made this in Bristol  

He holds up a steaming bag of dog poo, grins then walks out of 
shot dragging the dog behind him.  
#6 scratch  
Ext. a street. 
A large woman walks down the street wearing tight leggings. Her 
large behind fills out her clothes as she walks she into her 
leggings to scratch her arse. She begins to dig deeper. Eventually 
she pulls out a made in Bristol logo and discards it without 
looking at it. It falls to the ground and the camera follows it. 
She walks out of shot as the focus stays on the logo 
#7 100% bristolian produce  



A bloke runs up to an un-suspecting mother pushing a pram. She is 
startled by the man, he is very hyperactive.  

Bloke  
  'Scuse me, where did you make that? 

He points at the baby eagerly waiting on an answer. 
Mother 

(Confused) erm, in Bristol ?! 
The bloke sniggers and slaps a logo on the pram and runs away. The 
camera zooms in on the sticker and a spoof 'certified' sticker 
saying '100% certified Bristolian produce' can be seen stuck to 
the pram.  


